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A B S T R A C T   

Drug-induced hepatocellular cholestasis leads to altered bile flow. Bile is propelled along the bile canaliculi (BC) 
by actomyosin contractility, triggered by increased intracellular calcium (Ca2+). However, the source of 
increased intracellular Ca2+ and its relationship to transporter activity remains elusive. We identify the source of 
the intracellular Ca2+ involved in triggering BC contractions, and we elucidate how biliary pressure regulates 
Ca2+ homeostasis and associated BC contractions. Primary rat hepatocytes were cultured in collagen sandwich. 
Intra-canalicular Ca2+ was measured with fluo-8; and intra-cellular Ca2+ was measured with GCaMP. Pharma-
cological modulators of canonical Ca2+-channels were used to study the Ca2+-mediated regulation of BC 
contraction. BC contraction correlates with cyclic transfer of Ca2+ from BC to adjacent hepatocytes, and not with 
endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+. A mechanosensitive Ca2+ channel (MCC), Piezo-1, is preferentially localized at BC 
membranes. The Piezo-1 inhibitor GsMTx-4 blocks the Ca2+ transfer, resulting in cholestatic generation of BC- 
derived vesicles whereas Piezo-1 hyper-activation by Yoda1 increases the frequency of Ca2+ transfer and BC 
contraction cycles. Yoda1 can recover normal BC contractility in drug-induced hepatocellular cholestasis, sup-
porting that Piezo-1 regulates BC contraction cycles. Finally, we show that hyper-activating Piezo-1 can be 
exploited to normalize bile flow in drug-induced hepatocellular cholestasis.   

1. Introduction 

Drug-induced hepatocellular cholestasis causes cellular toxicity, 
liver injury, and can even lead to acute liver failure [1,2]. In healthy 
liver function, bile acids (BA) are transported into the bile canaliculi 
(BC) by ATP-dependent export pumps [3], and then propelled from the 
BC to the intra-hepatic bile ducts by BC contractions [4]. These two 
transport mechanisms work coherently to expel bile from the canaliculi. 
Any defect in either can lead to BA build-up in the hepatocytes or in the 

BC lumen, leading to cholestasis [5]. There have been reports of reduced 
lumenal contractility under conditions that alter transporter activity [6]. 
However, the relationship between the transporter activity and BC 
contractility is not well understood [5]. This gap in understanding BC 
contractility has impeded development of effective drugs to manage 
hepatocellular cholestasis, and thus we aim at unraveling the regulatory 
mechanism of BC contractions. 

The BC lumenal structure is supported by an actin-rich filamentous 
cytoskeleton, the peri-canalicular actin cortex (PAC). BC contraction is 
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regulated by contraction of the PAC [7], which is induced by a surge in 
intra-cellular calcium (Ca2+) [8]. Yet, the source of the intra-cellular 
Ca2+ is still debated. Studies have suggested that extracellular hor-
mones stimulate IP3-dependent release of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
Ca2+ [9,10] to trigger BC contractions. However, primary hepatocytes 
exhibit BC contractions periodically, in vitro, in the absence of hor-
mones. Furthermore, multiple non-hormonal triggers have shown to 
increase intracellular Ca2+ and lead to BC contractions [11]. In our 
previous study, we observed that inter-canalicular pressure (ICP), 
caused by increases in lumenal contents, could cause contractility in the 
PAC and contractions of the BC lumen [12]. 

We hypothesize that BC is an autonomous contractile unit that reg-
ulates its own contractions by coupling the ICP to Ca2+ trafficking 
through mechanosensitive Ca2+ channels (MCC) on the BC membrane. 
We identified Piezo-1 as the MCC through which intra-BC Ca2+ regulates 
the BC contractions, and we showed that modulation of Piezo-1 activ-
ities was sufficient to normalize bile flow in a model of drug-induced 
hepatocellular cholestasis. 

2. Materials and methods 

Isolation and culture of rat hepatocytes: Hepatocytes were iso-
lated from male Wistar rats (weighing 200–300 g, obtained from InVi-
vos, Singapore) via two-step collagenase perfusion. Animals were 
handled in accordance to the Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee (IACUC) protocol (Protocol Number: R15–0027) approved by the 
IACUC of the National University of Singapore (NUS). Approximately 
300 million cells were isolated per rat, with >90% viability as deter-
mined by Trypan blue exclusion assay. Isolated hepatocytes were 
cultured in collagen sandwich as described in Supplementary Data. 

Intracellular Ca2þ Measurements: Hepatocytes were transfected 
with GCaMP as described in Supplementary Data. The Ca2+ dynamics in 
labeled cells were monitored by confocal (Nikon A1R), and time-lapse 
images were captured at 1–2 s time intervals for 5–10 min. Images 
were analyzed as described in Image Analysis section in Supplementary 
Data. 

Labelling Hepatocytes with Ca2þ dyes: Multiple Ca2+ dyes were 
screened to image Ca2+ in hepatocytes as per manufacturer’s protocol. 

Fluo-8 was primarily used in all the experiments as it was most stable for 
long-term imaging. Hepatocytes were cultured in collagen sandwich for 
40 h, after which media was changed to 1 mL fresh William’s E media 
(containing 4 μM Fluo-8) and incubated for 30 min. Following incuba-
tion, the cells were imaged at 30 s intervals for 40 min using Nikon IMQ 
at 20× magnification. To examine the effects of inhibition/activation of 
various canonical Ca2+ channels, channel inhibitors/activators such as 
2,5-di-(ter-butyl)-1,4-benzohydroquinone (tbuHBQ), Thapsigargin, 
A23187, Cyclopiazonic acid, Xestospongin C, Yoda-1, Glyburide (GB), 
Ketoconazole (KTZ) or GsMTx-4, were added along with Fluo-8 as 
described in Supplementary Data. 

Image Analysis: X–Y drift (if any) was corrected in IMARIS and 
corrected images were further processed either using MATLAB, Fiji or 
IMARIS as described in Supplementary Data. The Ca2+ fluctuations in-
side BC were represented as kymographs based on a line drawn in the 
middle of BC. Most of the kymographs were calculated over 40 min 
unless otherwise stated. The ‘Integrated Ca2+ intensity’ was calculated 
by measuring the Ca2+ intensity over the maximum projected area for all 
the frames captured. This was used to describe the total Ca2+ in the BC 
and is sensitive to the changes in the area and Ca2+ levels in BC. The 
‘Line Ca2+ intensity’ was the Ca2+ intensity measured across the line in 
the kymograph and was sensitive to the drop in the BC Ca2+ levels. 
Unless otherwise stated, we quantified data from 15 BC, 5 each from 
three independent experiments. All the graphs tracing ‘Ca2+ intensity’ 
and ‘BC Area’ versus time are representative graphs under the conditions 
specified. Furthermore, we have shown data as kymographs, where each 
kymograph represents an individual BC, and unless otherwise, stated we 
have shown 6 kymographs (2 each from three independent experi-
ments). Additional image analysis is described in Supplementary Data. 

Statistical Analysis: Data are presented as mean ± standard error of 
the mean (SEM). In most groups, the initial test of difference across 
groups was analyzed using one-way ANOVA. The Student’s t-test was 
then used as a post-hoc test to identify the significant differences among 
the different experimental conditions. p values < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**) 
were considered statistically significant. For testing significance of 
change in slope with Ca2+ wave, sign test was also used to analyze the 
significance of the reduction in BC area. 

Fig. 1. Visualizing BC contractions in primary rat hepatocytes and Ca2þ in BC. (A) Schematic showing isolation of hepatocytes and collagen sandwich culture. 
Time-lapse phase-contrast images of two different BCs undergoing BCV-independent (B) and BCV-dependent contractions (C). (D) A representative image showing 
live Ca2+ imaging in cells with Fluo-8 (green). Actin was stained using SiR-Actin (cyan). Scale bar represent 10 μm. (E) Plot of Ca2+ and Actin intensity across the red 
box drawn in (D). (F) Quantification of Ca2+ intensity in BC and in the cells surrounding the BC (N = 30, 3 independent experiments). (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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3. Result 

3.1. Ca2+ is concentrated in BC 

Primary rat hepatocytes were cultured in collagen sandwiches to 
form BC, which appear as bright tube-like structures [13] along the 
cell-cell interface (Fig. 1A). BC are dynamic structures that expand and 
contract periodically (Supporting Video 1) [7,14–17]. BC contractions 
were observed as a decrease in the BC area without (Fig. 1B) or with the 
formation of blebs or BC-derived vesicles (BCV) (Fig. 1C). Here we have 
focused on BCV-independent contractions, which account to 80–90% of 
BC contractions in sandwich culture [12]. To identify the source of Ca2+

that led to BC contractions, we treated primary rat hepatocytes with 
fluorescent-based Ca2+ indicators, Calcium Green™-1 AM, Fluo-4 and 
Fluo-8. Live fluorescent imaging showed that Ca2+ was concentrated 
inside the BC (Fig. 1D and Supporting Fig. 1A). To confirm that BC, not 
ER is the source of Ca2+, we demarcated BC by staining for actin 
(SiR-Actin™) in cells and imaged the entire depth of BC. In a line in-
tensity analysis across a BC (red line in Fig. 1D), high intensity actin 
peaks (BC boundary), flanked high intensity Ca2+ peak (Fig. 1E). 3D 
image reconstruction (supporting Video 2) confirmed Ca2+ localization 
inside BC (Supporting Fig. 1A–B), and not in the cytoplasmic side of the 
PAC. Furthermore, Ca2+ intensity in BC was a many fold higher than in 
the adjacent cells (Fig. 1F and supporting Fig. 1C). Live imaging of cells 

with high laser power led to phototoxicity. Hence low laser power was 
used to visualize BC Ca2+, which precluded the detection of cytoplasmic 
Ca2+ (Supporting Figs. 1B and 2E-F). The high concentration of Ca2+

inside BC intrigued us and we hypothesized that the canalicular Ca2+

may play a role in BC contractions. 
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2020.120283 

3.2. BC Ca2+ depletion triggers BC contraction 

In order to dissect the role of Ca2+ in BC contractions, we performed 
high-resolution time-lapse imaging. Live-cell Ca2+ imaging with Fluo-8 
at 30 s intervals indicates depletion of BC Ca2+ during BC contraction 
(Fig. 2A, B). Kymographs depicting changes in BC Ca2+ intensity over 
time showed periodic increase and decrease in BC Ca2+ (Fig. 2C). Con-
current tracing of BC Ca2+ intensity and BC area showed that the peri-
odic decrease in BC Ca2+ was synchronous with the BC contractions 
(Fig. 2D, Supporting Fig. 1E–H and Supporting Video 3). To understand 
the temporal relationship between BC contraction and BC Ca2+ deple-
tion, we imaged the BC Ca2+ fluxes and contractions at every 2 s for 
5–10 min (Fig. 2E). BC Ca2+ depletion precedes every BC contraction 
(Fig. 2F), with a time difference of ~10 s (10.37 ± 1.17 s) between the 
initiation of the Ca2+ depletion and the initiation of BC contraction 
(Fig. 2F and Supporting Fig. 2A–B), suggesting that BC Ca2+ depletion 

Fig. 2. Ca2þ level fluctuates in BC and the BC Ca2þ level drops prior to BC contraction. (A) Phase-contrast live imaging of primary rat hepatocytes. Fluo-8 was 
used to stain Ca2+. Representative time-lapse images (30 s interval) of a BC indicated by red box in (A) is shown in (A′) and the corresponding Fluo-8 fluorescent 
images are shown in (B). Ca2+ intensity fluctuations for six different BCs from three different experiments are shown as kymographs in (C). The third kymograph is 
drawn across the yellow line in (B), and the yellow box highlights kymograph for time lapse shown in (B). (D) Representative graph for BC line Ca2+ intensity and the 
BC area, measured simultaneously over a period of 40 min. (E) Kymographs from three different BCs for Ca2+ intensity measured at 1–3 s intervals over a period of 2 
min are shown. (F) Representative graph of BC line Ca2+ intensity and the BC area, measured at 1–3 s intervals over a period of 8 min. The boxed region in (F) has 
been digitally resolved and represented in (F′). The arrowheads indicate ~10 s delay (ΔT) between the drop in BC Ca2+ intensity and the drop in BC area. We 
observed around 10.37 ± 1.17 s delay between the drop in BC Ca2+ intensity and the drop in BC area (N = 12 BC, 6 independent experiments). (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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might cause or trigger BC contractions. 
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2020.120283 

3.3. Ca2+ waves in hepatocytes are associated with BC contractions 

We observed a slight increase in the cytoplasmic Ca2+ in the cells 
forming the BC lumen, concurrently with the BC Ca2+ depletion (Sup-
porting Fig. 2C, D′), suggesting that BC Ca2+ was transported into the 
adjacent cells during contractions. Due to low signal to background 
ratio, cytotoxicity, and photobleaching, we found Fluo-8 to be unsuit-
able for live intracellular Ca2+ imaging (Supporting Fig. 2E and F) and 
transfected a Ca2+ sensor GCaMP [18] into primary rat hepatocytes 
(Fig. 3A). We traced the changes in intracellular Ca2+ in individual 
GCaMP-transfected cells and observed that the increase in Ca2+ intensity 
following a BC contraction spread to the distal regions of the cell within 

2–8 s. This wave, originating at the apical, BC-forming side of the cell 
(Supporting Fig. 3A, large arrowhead) decreased in intensity as it trav-
elled through the cell (Supporting Fig. 3A, small arrowhead). In Fig. 3 
we annotate a cell that borders three BCs and one cell-cell junction (at 
regions marked R1, R2, R3, R4, respectively) (Fig. 3A’). We traced Ca2+

intensities in these regions for 8 min (Fig. 3B and C). The high intensity 
Ca2+ wave at R1 at 2 min 40 s was associated with BC contraction 
(Fig. 3D, decrease in BC area). However the low intensity waves at 5 min 
40 s and 6 min 30 s did not synchronize with any BC contractions. While 
most Ca2+ waves originated at the BC interface, we also observed some 
Ca2+ waves originating from cell-cell contacts (R4 in Fig. 3B). We sus-
pect that these non-BC Ca2+ waves originate from Ca2+ transfer across 
gap junctions. The non-BC waves showed no temporal association with 
the BC contractions (Supporting Fig. 3C, and supporting video 4). We 
line fitted the measurements for BC area with time before and after the 
intracellular Ca2+ spike and observed a rapid decrease in area following 

Fig. 3. Apical Ca2þ triggers BC contraction. Live Ca2+ imaging of hepatocytes transfected with GCaMP. (A) Hepatocyte with three BCs (marked in cyan), indicated 
by regions R1, R2 and R3 in (A′). The region R4 is along an intercellular junction. (B) Kymographs depicting Ca2+ intensities detected across the lines drawn over the 
four regions in (A′). The large arrowheads in R1 and R2 denote the increase in intracellular Ca2+ due to BC contractions in the respective regions. The small ar-
rowheads indicate increase in Ca2+ in that region due to the Ca2+ waves emanating from BC contractions in other regions (indicated by the same color). The large 
cyan arrowhead in R4 depicts a low-intensity Ca2+ waves generated at the cell-cell interface. (C) Time-lapse images of the cell (2 s intervals) before and after the BC 
contraction at R1. (D) Graph of intracellular Ca2+ intensity and the BC area at R1. (E) Line fitted graph of the BC area from (D) before (blue box) and after (orange 
box) the Ca2+ surge. Similar measurements were performed for ten different BCs (5 independent experiments) and the slope of the normalized area are plotted in (F). 
All scale bars represent 10 μm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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the Ca2+ spike (Fig. 3E). Similar trends were observed for ten different 
BCs (Fig. 3F). These observations support the hypothesis that BC Ca2+

transfer into the adjacent cells triggers BC contractions. 
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2020.120283 

3.4. BC contracts independently of the Ca2+ release from ER 

ER is the largest Ca2+ reservoir in eukaryotic cells and maintains the 
Ca2+ homeostasis [19]. It has been reported [9] that apico-basal Ca2+

waves in hepatocytes might be due to the Ca2+ release from ER (which 

surrounds BC) and IP3 generation in response to growth factors [20]. We 
investigated whether ER plays a role in regulating Ca2+ and BC con-
tractions. We imaged the BC Ca2+ and contractions in the presence of 
multiple ER inhibitors (Fig. 4A) such as Thapsigargin (Fig. 4B and D) 
[21,22], Cyclopiazonic acid [23,24] (Supporting Fig. 5C and D) and 
tbuHBQ (Supporting Fig. 5E and F) [25]. Thapsigargin is a specific and 
potent inhibitor of sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase. It forms a 
dead-end complex with sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase and 
depletes ER Ca2+ causing increase in intracellular Ca2+ (Supporting 
Fig. 4). Cyclopiazonic acid competes with the ATP-binding site in sar-
co/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase and leads to ER Ca2+ depletion, 

Fig. 4. BC contraction and BC Ca2þ cycles are independent of the ER Ca2þ. (A) Quantification of the number of BC contractions over a period of 40 min with the 
treatment of various ER and IP3 inhibitors and A23187 (N = 15, five each from three independent experiments). (B) and (C) show kymographs of BC line Ca2+

intensity with the treatment of Thapsigargin (40min) and A23187 (15 min) respectively (n = 6). (D) and (E) are representative graphs for BC line Ca2+ intensity and 
the BC area under conditions in (B) and (C) respectively (quantification in 4A, N = 15, five each from three independent experiments). (F) Time-lapse phase-contrast 
images of cells treated with A23187 showing a massive contraction which does not recover after 30 min. Scale bars in (B) and (C) represent 5 μm and in (F) represent 
10 μm. 
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whereas tbuHBQ blocks receptor-activated Ca2+ entry, leading to ER 
Ca2+ leakage [26]. BC contractions were unaffected by these drugs 
(Fig. 4A, average of 3 contractions in 40 min), with no changes in the BC 
Ca2+ cycles (Fig. 4B) and no changes in the temporal association of BC 
Ca2+ cycles with BC contractions (Fig. 4D). Similar results were obtained 
in the presence of 3 μM Xestospongin C (Supporting Fig. 5A and B) [27, 
28], a reversible IP3 receptor antagonist [29]. This suggests that BC 
contractions are independent of the ER Ca2+ store and sarco/endo-
plasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase pump. 

In the presence of 2 μM A23187, a Ca2+ ionophore (Supporting 
Fig. 4) [30,31], BC Ca2+ intensity rapidly decreased (Fig. 4C and E, drop 
in Line Ca2+ intensity before 5 min), followed by a BC contraction and 
collapse, which did not recover (Fig. 4F). The ionophore A23187 in-
creases the permittivity of Ca2+ across cellular membranes and causes a 
surge in intracellular Ca2+. It led to PAC contraction, and in the presence 
of the ionophore, the PAC remained contracted and the BC did not 
recover. 

3.5. Piezo-1 acts as a tension sensor in BC 

We find BC contractions areassociated with Ca2+ transport across BC. 
We then investigated the mechanism of Ca2+ transport across BC and its 
effects on BC contractions. Our previous work showed pressure (ICP) 
affects BC dynamics [12]. Hence we screened for MCCs that might 
control Ca2+ transport from BC to cells leading to BC contractions. We 
imaged the subcellular localization of four major MCCs such as, Piezo-1, 
Piezo-2, TRPC-4 and TRPC-6 (Supporting Fig. 6) [32], and only Piezo-1 
is localized on the BC membrane (Fig. 5A and Supporting video 5). 
Piezo-1 is a Ca2+ channel that opens when the membrane pressure ex-
ceeds a threshold. Piezo-1 staining is localized at the BC membrane and 
adjoining apical areas. Piezo-1 also stains various small vesicles around 
the BC (Supporting Fig. 6). The positively stained membranes show 
patches of intensity, which would be consistent with Piezo-1 localization 
in plasma membrane regions associated with lipid rafts [33,34]. The 
diffuse Piezo-1 staining around BC made it difficult to perform robust 
colocalization studies (Supporting Fig. 6G). Thus, mere localization of 
Piezo-1 around BC was not enough to ascertain its role in BC dynamics. 

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2020.120283 

To analyze if Piezo-1 can respond to the ICP, we imaged and quan-
tified BC contractions in hepatocytes treated with Yoda-1, which acti-
vates Piezo-1 by reducing the pressure threshold at which Piezo-1 opens. 
The frequency of BC contractions increases in the presence of Yoda-1 
(Fig. 5B–D), indicating that increased Piezo-1 activity leads to 
increased BC contractions. The maximum Ca2+ intensity observed dur-
ing these BC contractions was lower (Fig. 5B and B’) compared to un-
treated controls (Fig. 2D), suggesting that there may be a lower 
threshold ICP as a result of Yoda1-induced sensitization, leading to pre- 
mature BC contractions. 

We next inhibited the mechano-activation of Piezo-1 using GsMTx-4 
[35]. Live Ca2+ imaging (with integrated and line Ca2+ intensity anal-
ysis) indicated no instances of Ca2+ depletion from the BC and no BC 
contraction cycles in the presence of GsMTx-4 (Fig. 6A–D). This 

contrasts with controls (Fig. 2D Kymographs), which showed periodic 
BC Ca2+ cycles. Quantification of the mean Ca2+ (measured as “line Ca2+

intensity”) and BC area indicated that GsMTx-4 was sufficient to abro-
gate Ca2+ transport at the BC interface and halt BC contractions. This 
suggests that MCC activity is required for Ca2+ transport at the BC 
interface to cause BC contractions. It should be noted that there is a 
correlation between total BC area and total Ca2+ (Fig. 6B), but this may 
be inconsequential because bile is rich in Ca2+ and any non-contractile 
changes in BC area, such as pinching off BCV, must result in simulta-
neous changes in total BC volume and total BC Ca2+ (Fig. 6C). Inhibition 
of BC Ca2+ transfer to the adjacent cells halts BC contractions. This 
impairs the excretion of BC contents and causes elevation of ICP. In such 
cases, cells resort to relieve ICP through BCV. BCV formation is a 
cholestatic response due to increased ICP [12]. GsMTx-4 caused ~8-fold 
higher frequency of BCV (Fig. 6E), leading to a complete suppression of 
BCV-independent contractions [12]. Taken together, the effects of 
activation and inhibition of Piezo-1 indicate that Piezo-1 is required for 
transfer of BC Ca2+ to adjacent cells and BC contractions (Figs. 5E and 
6F). 

3.6. Piezo-1 activation rescues BC contractions inhibited by cholestatic 
drugs 

We explore the modulation of BC contractions via modulating ICP. 
The transporters in the BC membrane secrete BA into the BC lumen and 
the increase in BC lumenal contents increases ICP. We hypothesize that 
decreasing ICP via BC-membrane transporter inhibition would inhibit 
BC contractions. We treated hepatocytes with 20 μM GB (MRP2 inhibitor 
[36]) and 12 μM KTZ (BSEP inhibitor [37]). Corroborating our hy-
pothesis, the number of BC Ca2+ cycles was reduced (Fig. 7A and B) 
indicating that reduced transporter activity leads to impaired BC Ca2+

transport implicating lowered Piezo-1 activity. Concomitantly, reduc-
tion in BC contractions was observed (Fig. 7A, B, D). Since Piezo-1 
hyper-activation can increase BC contractions (Fig. 5D), we then hy-
pothesized that hyper-activating Piezo-1 under low ICP conditions 
should rescue the BC contractions. We hyper-activated Piezo-1 with 
Yoda-1 in cells treated with GB and KTZ and observed that the BC Ca2+

cycles (Fig. 7C) and the BC contractions (Fig. 7D,) were indeed rescued. 
The data indicate that drug-induced inhibition of transporters on the BC 
membrane reduced the BC contractions, and this reduction can be 
rescued by Peizo-1 hyperactivation. In summary, hyperactivation of 
Piezo-1 can rescue BC contractility and prevent the stasis of bile. 

4. Discussion 

Hepatocellular cholestasis is severely implicated in drug-induced 
liver injury and is one of the major reasons for drug withdrawal [37, 
38]. Hepatocellular cholestasis inducing drugs have been found to 
disrupt the activity of the transporters on the BC membrane, which 
cause BA build-up in the hepatocytes and reduced bile flow [5]. The 
effects of transporter inhibition on BC contraction-driven micro--
peristalsis is unclear [4,14,30,39,40]. We elucidate the mechanism of BC 
contractions, which is critical to understand the normal BC physiology 

Fig. 5. MCC Piezo-1 conducts Ca2þ transport and mediates BC contractions. (A) Representative image showing Immunostaining of Piezo-1 (green) in hepa-
tocytes on collagen sandwich culture. Actin is stained by Phalloidin (red). The nuclei are counterstained with Hoecsht (blue). Piezo-1 staining is localized at BC 
membrane and adjoining apical area, Piezo-1 also staines various small vesicles around BC. Also, Piezo-1 staining in not continuous over entire BC membrane and it 
appears in patches, this is probably due to Piezo-1 localization in plasma memnbrane regions associated with lipid rafts. (B) and (B′) show representative graphs 
depicting BC line Ca2+ intensity and the BC area from two sets of experiments wherein the cells were treated with Yoda-1. (C) Kymographs are shown for six BCs from 
three independent experiments under Yoda-1 treatment. (D) Quantification of BC contractions in cells treated with Yoda-1 and control (N = 15, five each from three 
independent experiments). (E) Schematic for the proposed model of BC contractions. BC is formed between adjacent hepatocytes and is surrounded by an actomyosin 
meshwork. BC contains transporter proteins, which transport various components of bile such as BA, bilirubin, ions and water from the cell into the lumen, leading to 
the expansion of BC. The expanding lumen increases the membrane tension and once a threshold is reached, Piezo-1 opens causing Ca2+ efflux from the BC into the 
cells. This Ca2+ interacts with the actomyosin network and initiates BC contraction. This cycle repeats in metabolically active hepatocytes under hoemostatic 
conditions. Scale bars in (A) and (C) represent 20 μm and 5 μm respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the Web version of this article.) 
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and drug-induced hepatocellular cholestasis. 
We adopted collagen sandwich culture of primary rat hepatocytes, 

which exhibits appreciable BC with periodic contractions. Using live 
Ca2+ markers, we found that BC had high levels of Ca2+. Various active 
Ca2+ channels have already been identified that mediate Ca2+ entry into 

the BC [41]. Here, we found that BC-Ca2+ fluctuated periodically in 
coherence with the contractions. Previous studies of Ca2+ waves in he-
patocytes were performed near the cell-substrate [9] contact plane using 
either TIRF or confocal imaging, and BC Ca2+ was not observed in such 
studies. The Ca2+ visualization requires either wide-field imaging or 

Fig. 6. Piezo-1 inhibition leads to BCV induction. Representative graphs for BC line Ca2+ intensity versus BC area (A) and BC integrated Ca2+ intensity versus BC 
area (B) in cells treated with GsMTx-4. Arrows in (A) and (B) indicate BCV formation. (C) Time-lapse phase-contrast and Ca2+ images of cells treated with GsMTx-4, 
red arrows indicate BCV. Scale bar represents 10 μm. (D) Kymographs from six different BCs from three independent experiments from cells treated with GsMTx-4. 
Yellow arrowheads indicate BCV. (E) Quantification of BCV frequency (n = 30, 3 independent experiments). (F) Model for GsMTx-4 mediated Piezo-1 inhibition and 
induced BCV formation. When BC expands in presence of GsMTx-4, Piezo-1 is inhibited and remains inactive, and Ca2+ is trapped inside BC. Increasing canalicular 
pressure causes localized rupture of the actomyosin cortex, leading to canalicular membrane protruding into cell and detaching itself from BC membrane, giving rise 
to BCV. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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confocal imaging at ~2–4 μm above the cell-substrate contact plane, 
since BC is lumenal and is located ~1.5 μm above the cell-substrate 
contact plane. High-resolution temporal imaging showed that deple-
tion of BC Ca2+ preceded the contractions. Concurrently, intracellular 
Ca2+ increased with every BC contraction. Since intracellular Ca2+

surges can drive PAC contractility [7,15,42,43], we speculate trafficking 
of Ca2+ from BC into hepatocytes triggers PAC contractions and hence, 
BC contractions. Our previous work elucidated the impact of ICP on PAC 
contractility. Considering the pressure-driven nature of BC contractions, 
and Ca2+ transport across the BC membrane, we hypothesized a 
pressure-sensitive Ca2+ channel to be involved in this process. We 
screened for four major MCCs and found Piezo-1 to be localized on the 
BC membrane. This does not exclude the involvement of lesser-known 
MCCs, such as transmembrane channel-like protein-1, which could 
potentially affect Ca2+ transport across the BC. The activation and in-
hibition of Piezo-1 by Yoda-1 and GsMTX-4 [35,44] increases and de-
creases BC contractions respectively, suggests that Piezo-1 controls BC 
dynamics. 

The finding that the MCC, Piezo-1 responds to the canalicular pres-
sure and controls the intracellular Ca2+ trafficking has three main im-
plications. First, this mechanism allows autonomous control of the BC 
dynamics, which obviates the need for external triggers such as hor-
mones and growth factors for BC contractions [4,45]. This would allow 
the BC to contract as and when the threshold ICP is reached, as the 
lumen cannot tolerate limitless expansion. Secondly, it explains the 
cholestatic effects of drugs that inhibit BC transporters such as BSEP and 
MRP2 [46,47]. BSEP (ABC11) is involved in secreting monovalent BA 
such as taurine or glycine-amidates of cholic acid into BC [48,49]. 
Bilirubin, another major component of bile is secreted via MRP2 (ABC 2) 
[50]. MRP2 is also responsible for the secretion of various organic an-
ions formed by phase 2 conjugation and divalent BA. BSEP and MRP2 
secretions increase the osmolality inside BC, commencing water move-
ment into BC via aquaporins [51] and thereby increasing ICP [52]. 
When the activity of these transporters is inhibited [2], there is reduced 
lumenal contents in the BC and decreased ICP, insufficient for the acti-
vation of Piezo-1 and BC contractions. The decrease in BC contractions 

leads to the stasis of the bile in the lumen. 
Thirdly, the interplay between the transporter activity and mechano- 

activation of the ion channel opens the possibility of Piezo-1 manipu-
lation to restore BC dynamics in acute hepatocellular cholestasis. 
Blocking transporter activity using GB and KTZ led to reduced BC con-
tractions, corroborating the idea that efficient transporter activity is 
required for BC contractions. BC contractility was restored when Piezo-1 
was activated using Yoda-1, which hyper-sensitizes Piezo-1 to lower ICP. 
This mechanism could be exploited as an adjuvant therapeutic strategy 
to improve BC contractions in acute hepatocellular cholestasis. Further 
studies are required to explore the feasibility of this approach in chronic 
cholestasis wherein multiple feedback mechanisms are operational [53, 
54]. 

Our study elucidates the long-debated mechanism of BC contrac-
tions. Although the involvement of Ca2+ in mediating BC contractions 
had been shown decades ago, a clear mechanistic explanation had not 
been provided. Our study is the first to investigate the involvement of an 
MCC in the contraction of the BC lumen. The Piezo channels have been 
implicated in sensing light, touch and proprioception, compressive 
forces in chondrocytes, substrate stiffness in neuronal differentiation, 
shear stress and regulation of vascular branching, and, fluid flow in 
nephrons [55–59]. Our data has extended the functionality of the Piezo 
channels to sensing canalicular pressure and regulating BC contractions. 
Our work also raises the possibility of using Ca2+ imaging as surrogate 
readout for BC contractions. Taken together, the understanding of the 
BC dynamics offers possibilities to develop effective treatment strategies 
for hepatocellular cholestasis. 

Deregulation of Piezo-1 expression has been implicated in liver dis-
eases. Recently Zhao et al., have shown a correlation of hepatic steatosis 
and Piezo-1 expression in adipose tissue [60]. Piezo-1 is overexpressed 
in liver cancer [61]. Ca2+ signaling modulates diverse liver functions 
and is implicated in normal physiology and liver diseases [20]. Ca2+

regulation via Piezo-1 could be further explored to uncover new insights 
in mechanosensing in liver regeneration [62,63]. Furthermore, MCC 
have been known to play a major role in regulating endothelial lumen 
dynamics [58,64] by sensing intra-vascular pressure [65]. However, the 

Fig. 7. Piezo-1 activation rescues BC contractility in drug induced hepatocellular cholestasis. Kymographs for six different BCs from three independent ex-
periments for cells treated with Glyburide (GB) (A) and Ketoconazole (KTZ) (B). (A′) and (B′) Graphs represent BC line Ca2+ intensity and the BC area in cells treated 
with GB and KTZ respectively. (C) Kymographs for six different BCs from three independent experiments for cells treated with GB and Yoda-1. Representative graph 
of BC line Ca2+ intensity versus BC area in cells under the same treatment (C′). (D) Quantification of BC contractions in 40 min under the aforementioned treatments 
and KTZ + Yoda1 showing that BC contractility is reduced in presence of MRP-2 and BSEP inhibitors and it can be rescued using Yoda-1. N = 15, five each from three 
independent experiments. 
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role of MCC in secretion-driven pressure in secretory lumens (such as 
acini, canaliculi, blastocysts) has not been studied in detail. Here, we 
have shown an example of a secretary lumen, BC, and proposed a 
mechanism wherein MCC senses secretion-driven pressure to regulate 
lumen dynamics. Further studies are required to uncover similar 
mechanisms that might be involved in regulating the dynamics of other 
secretory lumens wherein pressure sensing is central to tissue func-
tionality [66]. 
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